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How to Swoop and Grasp Like a Bird With a
Passive Claw for a High-Speed Grasping

William Stewart , Enrico Ajanic, Matthias Müller, and Dario Floreano , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—There is a growing interest in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) grasping, perching, and interacting with
their surroundings by means of claws, arms, hooks, and
other appendages. While multirotor vehicles can slowly
lower onto a target object and grasp it, winged UAVs require
a minimum speed to remain airborne and cannot hover. In
this article, we describe a novel avian-inspired grasping
mechanism that allows winged UAVs to grasp an object
while flying over it. We have developed a high-speed, pas-
sively triggered claw that can close in under half a sec-
ond. We characterize the loads encountered by the vehicle
during the grasp event and find that grasping an object of
about 30 g produces a maximum load of less than 12 N.
Numerical experiments indicate that these loads cause a
change in pitch of less than 1 ◦ and a decrease in speed of
about 0.3 m/s for a fixed-wing vehicle of about 1 kg, and are
thus negligible. We demonstrate outdoor in-flight grasping
at 8 m/s, the fastest recorded grasping by a flying robot to
date to best of our knowledge.

Index Terms—Grasping, mechanical systems, unmanned
Aerial Vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE are some spectacular videos of raptors rapidly
swooping out of the sky to grasp prey midflight, both on

land and from the water [1], [2]. By contrast, in the field of
aerial robotics, a very different strategy, which was designed
for the ubiquitous rotary-wing platforms, is used to pick up
objects. Usually, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) approach
their target, come to a stop, lower themselves to the target, and
grasp the object of interest [3]–[5]. This strategy, however, is not
suitable for more efficient winged UAVs, which are generally
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Fig. 1. (Top) UAV with grasped object in the claw and (bottom) eagle
having just grasped a fish. Photo of the bird adapted from [7].

unable to perform the hovering maneuver due to minimum
speed requirements. To the best of our knowledge, there are
no examples of fixed-wing UAVs capable of grasping an object.
It is theoretically possible for a fixed-wing UAV to perform the
same maneuver as a rotary-wing UAV, however, this requires
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capabilities. Fixed-wing
UAVs have a longer range and endurance than rotary-wing
UAVs, but including the added mass and complexity of VTOL
mechanisms reduces that advantage [6]. Therefore, to be able
to grasp and carry an object a long distance or for a long time
requires a fundamental reconsideration of the grasping strategy.
In this article, we study the mechanics of implementing object
grasping on fixed-wing UAVs through the use of a swooping
strategy inspired by birds of prey (see Fig. 1).

Similar to the talons of birds of prey [8] and motivated by
recent research indicating that birds curve their claws to reliably
grasp a branch when perching [9], we propose a claw design that
is composed of three curved talons. The design of a claw for a
swooping UAV must satisfy at least three design criteria: fast
response time, reliable grasping, and the ability to hold the object
during flight, all while being low weight and low power. The
claw developed here (see Fig. 3) incorporates a spring-driven
mechanism to rapidly and passively close around the object.
The inner surfaces of the talons are padded by velcro in order to
increase grasping and holding reliability. The claw is made of
lightweight composite materials, such as fiberglass and carbon
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing a potential mission for the grasping mecha-
nism developed here.

fiber, with minimal use of 3-D-printed parts. The claw was devel-
oped with winged UAVs in mind, however, the design is platform
agnostic, and can be implemented in a quadrotor vehicle without
any modifications (see the supplementary video). In total, the
claw has a mass of only 35 g and has a closing time of between
0.08 and 0.35 s. For comparison, the actively triggered claw
in [10] (the only UAV claw that reports a closing time) takes
approximately 0.1 s to close, but weighs 551 g, similarly to
other UAV claws [5], [10], [11].

In this article, we use an experimental test bench to recreate
flight conditions at the moment of impact, and measure the mag-
nitude and time span of loads exerted on the claw. Next, we use
the measured loads to simulate their effect on aircraft dynamics.
Finally, we conduct flight tests with the claw integrated in a
winged aircraft and perform a swooping maneuver at high speeds
(∼8 m/s) to grasp a 34-g object.

The main contributions of this article are the following:
1) A novel passive claw concept for implementing the raptor

inspired swooping strategy for fixed-wing UAVs.
2) Characterization of forces during a grasp with the swoop-

ing strategy.
3) Experimental validation of our claw prototype and

swooping strategy in a realistic environment.

II. RELATED WORK

The use of the swooping strategy for multirotor UAVs has
been studied by Spica et al. [12]. The aim of their work was to
grasp a moving object, which required them to rethink the stop,
grasp, and restart approach. Though insightful, this project was
only done in simulation. Another study was done by Thomas et
al., this time using a physical quadcopter to swoop and grasp an
object [13]. However, their focus was on visual identification
and control, instead of the mechanical aspects of grasping.
Another study, by Tanaka et al., investigated the economics of
commercial UAVs performing the swooping strategy, which they
refer to as nonstop parcel loading [14]. Their solution consisted
of a robotic hand holding a bag up that could be grasped by a hook
attached to a passing quadcopter. The drawback is that a ground-
station necessitates preplanned and prebuilt infrastructure. Both
Thomas et al. [13] and Tanaka et al. [14] implemented their
solutions on indoor quadcopter flights. Due to space constraints,

flying indoors typically limits the maximum attainable flight
speed. At the same time, quadcopters can fly very slowly or even
hover in place. As a result, the experiments were conducted at
low speeds (1–3 m/s). Due to this, the forces these quadcopters
encountered were low, and thus, did not require a study of the
effects on aircraft dynamics.

For an aircraft with a mass of about 1 kg and high aspect
ratio wings, a reasonable range of stall speed would be about
8–10 m/s (such as the aircraft in [15]). This is more than twice
the speed range of the quadcopter systems developed by Thomas
et al. [13] and Tanaka et al. [14]. As a result of this higher speed,
the forces experienced by winged vehicles are higher than those
experienced by those quadcopters. These higher forces have the
potential to destabilize the aircraft, and possibly cause a crash.
Therefore, for winged UAVs, it is important to characterize the
impact loads generated by grasping and understand their effects
on aircraft dynamics.

Impact loads have been studied and simulated before, how-
ever, the mechanics are complicated and rely on a litany of pa-
rameters, which depend on mechanical and material properties
that must be validated for each system [16]. This makes the
practical use of these models difficult. As an alternative, we
use here an experimental method to characterize impact loads
that is not reliant on the fine tuning of lots of design-specific
parameters. In particular, we start with a bench-top test to first
characterize the time required to close the claw, then move to a
high-speed test setup to measure the impact force, and finally,
use the measured forces simulate the effects of grasping on an
UAV.

The literature abounds with examples of UAVs with integrated
appendages that could be used to grasp objects [17], [18]. There
are actively actuated appendages, such as arms installed on
multirotor vehicles. These arms usually have many degrees of
freedom (DoF), many actuators, and can exert a lot of force [5],
[11], [19]. However, this makes them complex, heavy, and
energy inefficient. To simplify and shrink these systems, other
researchers have reduced weight by mounting claws directly to
the bottom of the vehicle; they used them to turn valves [20]
and manipulate objects [21]. The vehicle needs to be station-
ary during manipulation, a tradeoff that prevents its use on a
fixed-wing platform. More exotic appendage designs include
suction cups [22] or needles [23] to attach to doors and walls.
Unfortunately, suction cups need to be precisely aligned, which
can be challenging while moving fast, and picking an object up
with needles could damage the object.

To avoid the weight, complexity, and power consumption
of actuators, a number of designs have incorporated passive
components such as prestressed elements [24]. However, pre-
stressed elements have a limited range of motion due to their
high-stiffness components. Some graspers are built into the
vehicle structure, such as microspines used to open doors [25]
or perch on vertical surfaces [26]. While completely passive,
microspines are difficult to manufacture and must be kept clean
to function properly. Other perching mechanisms developed for
fixed-wing UAVs could potentially be used to grasp, such as
needles [23] or a sticky pad [27]. However, the needles could
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Fig. 3. (Top) Diagrams of the claw operation and (bottom) photos of the real prototype. (Top) In the CAD drawings of the claw, the rigid structure
is shown in gray, the talons (without velcro) are in green, two sets of springs are in blue, the trigger rod is in red, and the ramp, which holds the claw
open against the spring forces is in yellow. (a) Claw in the open position, prior to impact. The purple inset shows the trigger pin (in black) being
pulled (by the blue stretched springs) against the back of the ramp (in yellow). (b) Claw acted on by the triggering force when grasping the object.
The orange inset shows that the trigger force has dislodged the trigger rod (in red) from the trigger pin. At this point, the stretched springs push the
trigger rod backwards resulting in the state of the claw shown in (c). (Bottom) Photos depict (from left to right) the complete claw opened, the back
of the claw opened, the back of the claw closed, and the complete claw closed.

damage the object, and the sticky pad needs enough surface area
and impact time to properly stick to the object.

III. CLAW OPERATING PRINCIPLE

When the UAV is initially launched, the claw is open and
empty (see Fig. 2). The UAV navigates to the object and conducts
a swooping maneuver to grasp the object without stopping. The
UAV then continues flight, either to return to the starting point or
deliver the object to another location. Upon arrival at the delivery
point, the UAV lands, allowing users to unload it. Many realistic
applications follow such a mission pattern, such as sending the
UAV to fetch a tool, or using the UAV to deliver scientific or
medical samples.

The operating principle of the claw is simple. The three
fiberglass talons are pulled closed by two sets of two springs
in series. The claw is held open by a trigger pin that is hooked
on the end of a ramp, which in turn is attached to a trigger rod
[see Fig. 3(a)]. The trigger rod is the interface between the talons
and the trigger pin. The closing of the claw is triggered when one
of the two lower talons contacts an object. This creates a moment
that pulls on the trigger rod [see Fig. 3(b)], which dislodges the
ramp from the trigger pin, releasing the springs that snap the
talons closed [see Fig. 3(c)]. As the claw closes, the trigger rod
slides backwards, away from the talons, until the stopper block
contacts the trigger pin and the claw is completely closed [ see
Fig. 3(c)]. Channel guides keep the trigger rod aligned with the
trigger pin during this motion. Pushing the trigger rod forward
again will simultaneously open the talons and push the trigger

pin up the ramp, where it will get hooked again. Thus, the trigger
mechanism can be reset.

The triggering of the claw is dependent on the friction force
between the trigger pin and the ramp. To trigger the closing of
the claw, the impact force (Fimp) of the claw must be high enough
to overcome the friction between the trigger pin and ramp (see
Fig. 4). The friction force can be written as

Ffric = µFR = µ2Fs = µ2ks (1)

where µ is the coefficient of friction, FR is the reaction force
from the springs, Fs is the force from one set of 2 springs in
series, ks is the spring constant multiplied by the stretch of the
springs, and the factor of 2 results from the two sets of springs.

The impact force, which must overcome the friction force,
happens at a distance d1 from the pin on the claw talon. This
causes force F to pull on the trigger rod, creating a moment
about the slot. This moment due to the impact force will balance
with the friction force at the instant of triggering. The equation
for this moment balance based on the free body diagram in Fig. 4
is

Fd3 = Ffricd4 (2)

where the force F is a function of the distance between the
impact force and the pin on the talon.

F = Fimp
d1

d2
. (3)

Combining (1) and (3) into (2) gives the minimum force
required to trigger the claw based on claw design parameters.
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Fig. 4. Free body diagram of the claw illustrating relevant forces and
distances. In green are the talons, in red is the trigger rod, and in gray is
the fixed structure.

These parameters are k the spring constant, µ the friction be-
tween the trigger pin and ramp (which is a material and geometry
choice), and distances (which are a claw geometry choice).

Fimp = µ(2)ks
d2d4

d1d3
. (4)

The minimum triggering force, Fimp, for the claw built for
this project is 0.89 N. This force should be large enough that the
triggering does not happen inadvertently, but small enough that
the claw will trigger on impact. When characterizing the impact
loads during grasping (see Section V), we found that this force
was low enough to enable proper triggering and we found during
flight testing (see Section VII) that this force was high enough
to prevent premature triggering.

IV. CLOSING SPEED CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we investigate how factors like the spring
stiffness, trigger location, object weight, and object diameter
affect the closing speed. The claw was fixed to a custom test
bench facing up and cylindrical test objects were dropped onto
the claw [see Fig. 5(a)]. Each object was dropped by hand from
a distance of 30 cm, causing the claw to trigger and close. The
object diameters tested were 30, 50, 65, 85, and 100 mm, while
the weights were 20, 30, 40, and 50 g. The objects had strips
of velcro attached to them to connect with the strips of velcro
on the talons. The objects were chosen to be representative of
a small tool or material sample that may be transported by a
small-scale UAV. The total time of the claw closing was found
by counting the number of high-speed video frames between
impact [see Fig. 5(b)] and the claw being completely closed
[see Fig. 5(c)]. Video was recorded with a Chronos high-speed
camera at 100 ft/s, and each experiment was conducted ten times.

Fig. 5. Closing speed test setup. (a) Open claw mounted to a test
bench. Objects are dropped 30 cm onto the claw at different locations
(indicated by yellow arrows). (b) Example impact frame from the high-
speed video. (c) Example frame when the claw is closed.

The first factor investigated is the stiffness of the springs
driving the closing motion. We investigated this by swapping in
springs of five different stiffnesses (0.041, 0.119, 0.318, 0.424,
and 0.637 N/mm) into the claw and repeating the experiments.
The stiffer the springs, the more force they will exert to close
the claw, causing the talons to close faster [see Fig. 6(a)].
However, this reduction of closing time comes with diminishing
returns. That is, the decrease in closing time achieved for a
given increase in stiffness is lower at higher spring stiffness. For
instance, increasing the spring stiffness by 290% from 0.041 to
0.119 N/mm reduces the closing time by about 40%, or 0.08 s.
However, increasing the spring stiffness further from 0.119 to
0.637 N/mm (535%) decreases closing time by only about 0.04 s
(33%).

The second investigated factor is where the object
triggers the closure. For this experiment, three locations were
chosen, the center of the claw, the middle of the talon, and the
tip of the talon [see Fig. 6(b)]. As the trigger location moves
out along the talon from the center of the claw, the closing time
increases. This is because if the object triggers the closing at the
tips of the talons, then the inertia of the object will oppose the
closing force of the talons, thereby slowing the closing speed.

The third factor tested was object weight. This was tested by
dropping the objects of differing weight on the claw. The heavier
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Fig. 6. Closing speeds at a variety of conditions. The blue circles indicate the average of ten runs and the blue bars indicate the standard
deviation. (a) Variation with spring stiffness (20-g/50-mm object at the middle of the talon). (b) Variation with trigger location (20-g/50-mm object
with 0.119-N/mm spring stiffness). (c) Variation with object mass (30-mm object at the middle of the talon with 0.119-N/mm spring stiffness). (d)
Variation with object diameter (20-g object at the middle of the talon with 0.119-N/mm spring stiffness). (e) Variation with impact angle (20-g/50-mm
object at the middle of the talon with 0.119-N/mm spring stiffness).

the object, the more inertia it has, and the more the claw closing
is slowed down [see Fig. 6(c)].

The fourth factor was object diameter [see Fig. 6(d)]. The
increasing object diameter gives the object an increasing volume.
This factor had little effect on the closing time of the claw.

The final factor investigated was impact angle [see Fig. 6(e)].
Sometimes the UAV will not hit the object perfectly straight on.
This can happen when the UAV has some roll or yaw angle. In
these cases, the object will hit one talon before the other and this
could affect the closing performance. To test this, we mounted
the claw at an angle and dropped the objects straight down on it.
Three angles were tested, 0°, 15°, and 30°. The results showed
that the angle at which the vehicle grasps the object does not
have a large effect on closing time.

Over the course of all of these experiments, we found that
the closing time can range between about 0.08 and 0.35 s (see
Fig. 6).

V. IMPACT FORCE CHARACTERIZATION

The characterization of the forces expected at grasping is
required to understand the effects on the aircraft flight. To
characterize the impact forces, the claw was mounted to an ATI
Nano25 6DoF load cell and attached to the end of a boom [see
Fig. 7(a)], which in turn was mounted through bearings to a
robotic arm [see Fig. 7(b)]. During the test, the robot rotated
an actuated structure, which pushed the boom and claw around

toward a waiting test object. The robot stopped rotating just
before the impact, allowing the boom to swing freely into the
object. Because the boom was free to swing, the measured forces
better match the forces experienced by an aircraft than if the
robot arm forced the boom through the grasping event. This
is because both the boom and the aircraft are free to move
during and after the impact. The z-axis of the load cell was
aligned with the boom (normal to the arc of the swing) and the
x-axis was tangential to the motion. The object was positioned
at the lowest point in the motion arc, which corresponds to a
vertical alignment of the load cell z-axis. Tests were done at 6.0,
8.4, and 9.4 m/s as measured by an Optitrack Motion Capture
System. These speeds correspond to the approximate stall speed
of a moderately sized fixed-wing UAV such as the senseFly
eBee (6–7 m/s) or Hobby King Bixler 3 (8–10 m/s). For these
experiments and the following ones, the claw was equipped with
springs of stiffness 0.119 N/mm and the object used has a mass
of 34 g. We also performed control experiments without the
object for each speed.

From the z-axis load cell data of individual runs, we can see a
sharp increase in force at the beginning up to a maximum point
(see Fig. 8). Then, a slower decrease in force until it reaches a
minimum. Regardless of the speed of the impact, the maximum
forces measured here vary only by a few Newtons. Throughout
all the experiments, the measured loads are below 12 N total.
The entire three-phase grasping event takes place between 0.25
and 0.32 s, decreasing a small amount with increasing flight
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Fig. 7. Impact force test setup. (a) Robotic arm and boom. The red
arrow indicates the motion of the boom and claw. (b) Close-up photo
of the robotic arm. Highlighted in blue is the actuated structure, which
is rotated by the robot arm. In red is the boom, which is mounted on
bearings allowing it to swing freely. (c) Close-up photo of the test object
being grasped and the claw position just before grasping.

TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF GRASPING AND CLOSING TIME SPANS

speed (see Table I). These grasping event time spans correspond
closely with the speed at which the claw can close, which was
found to be between 0.08 and 0.35 s in Section IV.

VI. IMPACT LOAD EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

The ultimate aim of characterizing the forces at impact is to
understand how they affect the flight of the aircraft during and
immediately after the grasp. To this end, a dynamic simulation
of an aircraft was created using the Simulink 6DOF EoM block
from the Aerospace Blockset . The simulation does not include
a feedback controller. The simulated aircraft was a Hobby King
Bixler 3 (see Fig. 1) with additional mass for an appendage
consisting of a short arm holding the claw. Moments of inertia
were estimated using a series of point masses and a physical
version of the aircraft.

The aircraft was first simulated flying in straight and level
trimmed flight for 20 s. Then, the forces previously measured
were applied to the aircraft at the center of gravity (CG). The
simulation used the forces measured in all three directions of the
load cell. A linear interpolation was used between the preimpact
mass properties and postimpact mass properties.

The grasping creates a spike in linear velocity and attitude
across the three dimensions of roll, pitch, and yaw [see Fig. 9(a)
and (b)]. Following the grasp, an oscillation is induced. The
biggest effects of the impact are on forward speed [black line in
Fig. 9(a)] and pitch angle [black line in Fig. 9(b)]. When applied
at the CG, the impact loads produce a pitch-up moment. In low
speed, high angle of attack flight, such as when trying to grasp
an object, this pitch-up moment could stall the aircraft and cause
a crash. This can be countered by changing the moment arm of
the impact loads by moving the mount point along the fuselage
of the aircraft.

To study the effects of moving the mount point of the ap-
pendage forward and backward, the simulation was repeated by
changing the application location of the loads. These variations
[see Fig. 9(c)] result in postimpact oscillations too. However,
shifting the loads forward exacerbates the initial jerk in the pitch
angle, while shifting the loads backwards reduces the peak pitch
spike. This implies that placing the appendage at the CG will
give the smoothest pickup. Moving the appendage back a little
(∼5 cm), however, could reduce the maximum magnitude in
pitching motion. Of all the mounting locations studied here,
none of the pitching motions were enough to stall the aircraft. In
fact, the overall change in pitch for an aircraft such as the Bixler
3, was quite low and amounted to less than 0.2°. All together,
these results suggest that a small-scale UAV, such as the Bixler
3 equipped with the claw, could grasp objects with a weight on
the order of tens of grams in-flight without risking a crash.

VII. FLIGHT TESTING

As a proof-of-concept, we performed a flight in a realistic
outdoor environment with a real aircraft, the popular fixed-wing
platform Bixler 3 [see Fig. 10(a)]. A short arm with a built-in
hinge connected the claw to the bottom of the fuselage 8-cm
forward of the CG. The aircraft was equipped with a Pixhawk 4
for data recording, a GPS sensor, and a Pitot tube for airspeed
measurements. In total, the aircraft had a mass of 1.061 kg
before grasping the object. Throughout the flight, the aircraft
was manually flown toward a 34-g tubular object, which rested
atop a forked support. The object was approximately 1 m above
the ground.

Due to natural variation in human piloting and nonuniform
wind, multiple flights with grasping could not be compared with
one another, so only a single flight was conducted. Over the
course of the final approach [Time = −8 to 0 s in Fig. 10(c)],
the pitch varied about half a degree. At impact, the aircraft began
a pitch down motion. However, due to the high pitch variability
on the final approach, it is impossible to correlate this motion
with the grasp. Before impact, the velocity of the aircraft was
approximately 8 m/s with variations of up to 1 m/s. However,
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Fig. 8. Plots showing the mean impact forces (blue line) and the standard deviation (blue shaded area) from three trials for three different impact
velocities of 6.0, 8.4, and 9.4 m/s. To ensure that only the effects of the grasp are captured, the data here are the difference between the load cell
data measured during an experiment when the object was grasped and a control experiment when no object was grasped.

Fig. 9. Results of the simulated pickup using the data from the force characterization experiment at 8.4-m/s impact speed. Impact occurs 20 s
after the start of the simulation. (a) and (b) Plots showing induced oscillations from the grasping event when the force is applied at the CG.
(c) Zoomed in plot showing the effects of moving the appendage (mounting point of the claw) forward or backward along the fuselage.

Fig. 10. Flight test aircraft and data. (a) Photo of the modified Bixler 3 with an arm, claw, and avionics. Inside the fuselage is a Pixhawk 4
autopilot used to record attitude, altitude, position, and velocity. (b) Composite image of the aircraft performing the grasp. (c) Vehicle state over the
time period of approach and grasp. Time on the x-axis is zeroed at the moment of grasp. In black is the pitch angle and in blue the velocity. (d)
Three-dimensional view of the trajectory in blue. The fork holding the object is represented with a black line and the object itself is indicated with a
red dot.
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as with the pitch angle, there was no significant change after the
grasp.

Although only a single flight was conducted, the findings are
in line with the effects seen in the simulation. For example, the
simulation predicts pitch oscillations will occur with magnitudes
of hundredths of a degree. It also predicts that the aircraft will
slow by tenths of an m/s. The changes in aircraft velocity ob-
served in flight tests are dominated by imperfections of manual
teleoperation and wind disturbances. Because the perturbations
resulting from the grasp were small, the UAV is capable of flying
away with the object firmly secured in the claws.

A video of the outdoor flight can be found in the supple-
mentary video. To demonstrate the generality of the claw and
concept, a short flight was also conducted with the claw on a
quadcopter. This flight was conducted at low speeds (1 m/s) and
was also manually piloted. The quadcopter flight is also included
in the supplementary video.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we studied the mechanics of an UAV swooping
and grasping like a bird. We have proposed a new claw design
that is lightweight, passive, and rapidly closing. With this claw,
we characterized the force in terms of magnitude and time,
finding that the maximum magnitude and time frame of the
impact event is resilient to changes in vehicle speed (magnitude
less than 12 N and time frame less than half a second). We see
that there is an asymmetric loading, where the load increases
rapidly to a maximum, then more slowly reduces down to a
minimum. As a result of this, a simple impact model based
on variations in momentum or work and energy that predicts
an average force is unlikely to accurately capture the effect of
grasping on a swooping aircraft.

These measurements give engineers a frame of reference for
the development of future grasping mechanisms. Our experi-
mental methodology lays out a systematic approach to devel-
oping these mechanisms from simple, initial tests to vehicle
implementation that does not require precise material parameter
validation. The claw design developed in this work may serve as
the basis for passive object grasping for all types of aerial robots,
including fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and flapping wing vehicles
(see the supplementary video file for grasping flights with both
a fixed-wing drone and a quadcopter). The methods and results
described here could be used to optimize the gripper for specific
platforms and uses with respect to mass, stiffness, and dimen-
sions, to name a few aspects. While the swoop and grasp strategy
described here requires precise control, future developments in
visual servoing and vision-based navigation may lead to entirely
autonomous drones with bird-like grasping abilities.
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